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Patrol group at Koh Pdao

ON THE GROUND
In the mid-morning heat, the water
buffalos’ bells in the surrounding rice
fields clinked softly as Mr. Mom Kosal,
Chief of the Community Fishery at Koh
Pdao, explained the day’s patrol route in
the open-air meeting room. The leader of
the patrolling team, Mr. Seng Chan Ty, sat
attentively listening as Mom Kosal traced
the route with his finger on the dusty
wooden floor.

Mom Kosal explained WWF assisted with the
CFi’s establishment in 2011 and they suggested
he run for the position of Chief of the CFi.
“At first, I just wanted to be a CFi member,
not the Chief, but after the election, when
I found out I had won, I felt so proud that
people believed in me and at that moment I
committed myself to being a good leader for
the people.”
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Mom Kosal and Seng Chan Ty belong to
a group of 19 community members on
the island village of Koh Pdao in Kratie
Province located along Cambodia’s
Mekong River that have been placed in
charge of managing the community’s
fisheries. As of 2006, in order to promote
effective fisheries and natural resource
management, the Cambodian government
began supporting local communities to
establish Community Fisheries groups
(CFis) throughout the country.
Mom Kosal, Chief of CFi at Koh Pdao
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From left to right: CFi members Chen Vichet, Chhun Sokun, and Mom Kosal discussing patrol plans

As Chief, Mom Kosal’s duties include convening
all members for monthly meetings and setting the
patrol schedule. At this month’s meeting members
discussed buying and installing a buoy that would
demarcate the dolphin pools and alert fishers the
area is off limits for fishing.
Mr. Kosal explained the patrols do not have a set
schedule, but rather vary by season, “We rarely
patrol during the rainy season because the water is
very high, but during the dry season, we see a lot of
illegal fishing and we will try to patrol every day.”
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Seng Chan Ty, patrol leader of CFi in Koh Pdao

While Mr. Kosal sets the schedule for the
patrol, Seng Chan Ty is in charge of the
team. When a patrol is scheduled around
7:00 a.m. he will walk around the village
collecting patrol members because phone
reception on the island is often faulty. The
patrol group then heads out to the river
on the CFi wooden boat with the express
purpose of locating illegal fishers.
The CFi’s approach to combating illegal
fishing includes a mix of education,
warnings, and confiscation of equipment.
“When we see people illegally fishing for the
first or second time, I warn them and try to
educate them about why the practices are
harmful. If we see them a third time, I will
confiscate the fishing equipment. We then
record their name, boat length, and require
them to sign a letter promising they will not
return,” explained Seng Chan Ty.
While these patrols sound straightforward,
telling community members to stop fishing
with gillnets is not easy. Seng Chan Ty
confessed he isn’t happy when he has to take
people’s gillnets - “It’s so difficult when I
take their gillnets. I feel pity for them, and I
know they hate us, but we have no choice.”
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Seng Chan Ty on patrol in Koh Pdao fishing area

The fact the CFi positions are strictly voluntary emphasizes
Mom Kosal and Seng Chan Ty’s dedication to conserving the fish
populations upon which their community relies.

“Everything seems so
different, before there
were so many fish,
but this is our resource;
we have to protect it.
If I do not volunteer,
who will?”

When reflecting on the past, Seng Chan Ty said “Everything today
seems so different, before there were so many fish, but this is our
resource; we have to protect it. If I do not volunteer, who will?”
Similarly, Mom Kosal worries that if illegal fishing continues at
current rates it will “result in the disappearance of big fish and
dolphins which are symbols of Cambodia.”
In addition to their duties in the CFi both men farm rice and
raise livestock in order to provide for their families. Mom Kosal
explained he woke up at 4:00 a.m today to work in the rice fields.
After finishing up with his CFi duties he will take the water buffalo
to the fields around noon so they can graze. In the evening he will
go to the rice fields again and then come back home to feed the
chickens and pigs. Seng Chan Ty explained he has a similar daily
routine – rice farming in the morning, caring for livestock, and
returning to the rice fields in the evening.

While WWF has helped strengthen the CFi
over the past couple years by conducting
trainings aimed at increasing capacity,
challenges to effectively cut down on illegal
fishing still exist.
For example, necessary equipment such as
GPS, life jackets, cameras, and gasoline for the
boat can be difficult to obtain. Additionally,
both CFi members explained that it is difficult
to convince people of the harm gillnets and
illegal fishing can cause to the environment.
“People now don’t care about the future. They
know they can catch many fish with gillnets
or other illegal equipment and don’t listen
when we explain it can kill dolphins and has
been banned by the government,” Mom Kosal
lamented.

Despite these challenges, both men remain
positive about the future of the CFi.
Seng Chan Ty explained he thinks the CFi
will benefit both the environment and his
community. “We will continue to try to educate
[the community members] and explain to them
about the resources we need to protect together.
I hope in the future, people will understand
more.”
Mom Kosal sees the ultimate goal of the CFi as
one where both the dolphins are protected from
gillnets and the people of his community always
have enough fish to eat.
But for now, Mr. Kosal explained he never
imagined a CFi would be established in Koh
Pdao and feels very happy the community is
now able to manage its fishery resources.

The establishment of the CFis in Kratie Province have been made posible as a result of the
Conservation and Sustainable Use of the Mekong’s Natural Riverine Habitat in Southern Lao PDR
and Cambodia Project supported by HSBC and BMZ. The project began in January 2012 and will
continue until December 2015.
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		Adult Irrawaddy dolphin photographed near Koh Pdao

